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Abstract

A previous preon scenario for the standard model particles, based on unbroken
global supersymmetry, is developed further to provide a natural physical reason
for the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry. Without any symmetry vio-
lations, a stochastic mechanism for asymmetric genesis of matter in the early
universe is proposed. Within this scenario the black hole information para-
dox seems to be an artifact due to fundamental particle choice. With global
supersymmetry made local the scenario can be extended to supergravity.
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1 Introduction
In fundamental physics, when one goes towards smaller and smaller length scales
beyond, say 10−18 m, the symmetries describing physics may change. The
hadron symmetries in the standard model need not be as relevant as before. Or
rather, perhaps they are derived quantities of a smaller scale theory, which is
our target.

The original version [1] of this scenario for substructure of the standard
model particles supposed the subconstituents to have charge 1

3 , spin
1
2 and a

heavy mass. The model was modified in terms of the same fields but having light
mass [2]. Here we investigate how the matter-antimatter asymmetric universe
can be created ’unconditionally’ from C symmetric preons, i.e. without reference
to the Sakharov conditions [3] (for a review see [4]).

As shown by Finkelstein [5, 6], this kind of preon model (his as well as
ours) can be extended to possess topological symmetry property of the quan-
tum group SLq(2) which provides consistent representations for quarks, leptons
and preons. Both scenarios agree with the standard model group structure.1

Only very recently, we realized that the original scenario [1] obeyed unbroken
global supersymmetry [2, 7] without the superpartner problem. This is sat-
isfying because present experimental evidence indicates that standard model
superpartners may not exist.

The matter-antimatter asymmetry is considered starting from the hydrogen
atom which includes asymmetric matter components only. But when the proton
and the electron are described in terms of preons one notices that the atom is
preon-antipreon symmetric - in fact, all atoms are. Furthermore, preons provide
a novel unified picture of quarks and leptons, different from traditional grand
unified theories.

The major challenge in the scenario, preon ”confinement” inside quarks and
leptons, is still without solution, but it is no more mere speculation as in [1].
Namely the preon, or superon (synonyms here), scenario can be self-consistently
reinforced by replacing global supersymmetry with local supersymmetry to ob-
tain supergravity [10] as a framework for model development. From supergrav-
ity, it is hoped by many, one may ultimately go towards a UV finite, consistent
theory of quantum gravity within superstring or M-theory [11].

The model is based on supersymmetry and Poincaré invariance on the fun-
damental level. The gauge groups in the model are Abelian. Consequently,
this approach has simpler vacuum and it is more constrained than the stan-
dard grand unified or superstring theory. The validity of the scheme can be
analyzed by phenomenological analyses and by constructing realistic models for
supergravity. Explicit models are beyond the scope of this note.

The article is organized as follows. In section 2 a very brief description is
given of how superon cosmology differs from the cosmological standard model.

1Harari [8] and Shupe [9] have also proposed preon models of this type. All of four models are
physically equivalent with each other and the standard model but their preon internal symmetries
are different from ours.
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In section 3 the main result of this note, the natural connection between super-
ons and ordinary atomic matter asymmetry is presented. A solution to baryon
and lepton asymmetric genesis is proposed. Section 4 is a brief description of a
framework for developing supergravity models on the basis of the superon sce-
nario. Conclusions and a brief discussion of the black hole information paradox
as a kind of coordinate artifact are given in section 5.

This concise note should be considered a concept analysis necessary for going
beyond the long time esteemed standard model with calculations.

2 Difference with Standard Cosmology

It is commonly believed that the universe started in a process called Big Bang,
be it one time or cyclic without singularity. The details of cosmology are beyond
the scope of this note. The focus is in the role of superons forming the contents
of the present universe.

The laws of physics are unknown before the Planck time ∼ 10−43 s. The
temperature of the universe at that time was ∼ 1032 K or ∼ 1019 GeV and
the length scale was ∼ 10−35 m. As time flowed on different phases occurred in
the universe according to the cosmological standard model: (i) inflation between
10−35−10−32 s followed by (re)heating, (ii) grand unified theory phase transition
at temperature Λcr ∼ 1016 GeV, (iii) electro-weak symmetry breaking at 10−12 s
with a temperature 240 GeV and (iv) the quark-gluon to hadron phase transition
at T = 140 MeV.

In the present scenario, at the temperature Λcr ∼ 1016 GeV a transition
takes place in which superons transform into standard model particles [2]. The
universe enters the standard model phase. The strong and weak non-Abelian
gauge interactions operate only (i) when T < Λcr, and (ii) between the three
light superon composite states, as they do between the SM particles. But above
Λcr they do not contribute at all - in any case their non-Abelian standard model
couplings are small.

3 Matter Asymmetry

After protons have been formed at about t ∼ 10−6 s one would expect on general
field theory grounds the universe to be matter-antimatter symmetric, which is
not the case experimentally [12]. The magnitude of baryon (B) asymmetry is
usually indicated by the ratio rB = (NB −NB̄)/Nphotons, which is measured to
be ∼ 10−10.

It is rather curious that the hydrogen atom, noticeably asymmetric baryon
and lepton bound state, is on the preon level a symmetric collection of preons
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and antipreons as follows

H ≡ p+ e = u+ u+ d+ e

=

4∑
l=1

[
m+
l +m−l +m0

l

] (3.1)

where uk = εijkm
+
i m

+
j m

0, dk = εijk
1√
2
m−(m0

im
0
j + m−i m

+
j ) (k = 1, 2, 3) and

e = εijkm
−
i m
−
j m
−
k (the neutrino is ν = εijk

1√
2
m0
i (m

0
jm

0
k + m−j m

+
k )) [2]. This

preon structure is the basic physical reason for matter-antimatter asymmetry
in the present scenario. While the process in (3.1) is obvious from left to right
the converse is more complicated.

Superons are formed pairwise at the end of inflation when universe enters
the phase of reheating. Within the scenario, superons form combinatorially
(mod 3) states of three preons [13] at temperature < Λcr fulfilling all charge
states 0, ±1

3 , ±
2
3 and ±1. These are the standard model quark and lepton first

generation states [13].
With 12 superons in (3.1) several four superon states are formed, all being

leptonic, radiation or mixed quark-lepton states. These include uude− and
ude−ν (β-decay). The latter group includes free u and d quarks for nucleons,
and subsequently for the reactions

n e+ ←→ νe p and n νe ←→ p e− (3.2)

The ratio Nn
Np

= exp(−(mn −mp)/T ) is close to one before times « 1s, which
is also the scenario estimate. At T = 0.7 MeV, or t ∼ 1s, the reaction rate of
(3.2) drops faster than the Hubble expansion rate, and the Nn

Np
ratio decreases

to about 1
6 . Before fusing into nuclei some of the neutrons decay and the the

ratio drops to 1
7 . Other groups of 12 superons are d̄d̄d̄e−, d̄dd̄d, ννe+e− and

νννν. These cases provide photons and neutrinos. In a simulation with N»12
preons all of them will end up bound in SM particles.

There still is the problem: preons are C symmetric. Preons in one region of
the universe can form quarks and leptons with charges like in uud and e−, or
3.1 first line. But in other regions of the universe, nearby or far away, the same
superons may combine differently forming a ūūd̄ and e+, or p̄ e+ pair, i.e. an
atom of antihydrogen H̄. The matter-antimatter symmetry prevails.

The advantage of the present scenario, as compared to the standard model
or other field theory, is that the global H and H̄ abundances need not be the
same. This is because the preon combination process into quarks and leptons,
and finally into H and H̄ is stochastic. To illustrate the idea, there may be more
regions producing H than H̄, or vice versa.2 Statistically rH = NH̄/NH can
vary between zero and ∞, the expectation value being 〈rH〉 = 1, which leads
to a radiation dominated universe. But the measure of rH = 1 is zero while
the measure of values rH 6= 1 is one. It is reasonable to assume rH 6= 1 within

2Stricktly speaking, one should discuss continuous densities of particles or atoms.
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some one σ. Then, starting from interfacing regions, any excess of H or H̄ is
annihilated away and radiation together with an asymmetric remains of either
matter or antimatter universe is obtained (causing at most a redefinition of the
sign of charge). The amounts of matter and radiation must satisfy the observed
value rB ∼ 10−10. To do so, there must be in the early universe one part
per billion more baryons in their regions than antibaryons in the corresponding
regions.

The value of rB ∼ 10−10 is needed for nucleosynthesis to proceed. It ensures
that nucleons collide and react properly to produce the observed abundances
of the three lightest elements. The present scenario explains how this rB value
can be obtained but it does not predict it.

4 Supergravity
In this section a brief glance for future developments of superon models is given.
Compactification of extra dimensions has been studies actively beyond 4D, up to
10D superstring theory, 11D supergravity and even 12D. Eleven has been shown
to be (i) the maximum number of dimensions with a single graviton and (ii)
the minimum number required of theory to contain the standard model gauge
group SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1). Within the present model, however, the condition
(ii) can be dropped when the current situation in the search of standard model
superpartners is taken at face value.

In the N=1 supersymmetric model there are the graviton G and its spin 3
2

superpartner the gravitino G̃ The massless Rarita-Schwinger field G̃ obeys the
curved spacetime equation [10] (full details in [11])

ελρµνγ5γµDνG̃ρ = 0 (4.1)

where ελρµν is the Levi-Civita symbol and the γs are the Dirac matrices. This
the graviton supermultiplet.

Secondly, as introduced in [7, 1, 2], there are the massless fields the photon γ
and its neutral spin 1

2 superpartner, the photino γ̃, denoted in [2] as m̃0. They
form the vector supermultiplet. The m̃0 is a Majorana fermion with spin up or
down.

The third supermultiplet is the spin 1
2 fermion m+ obeying the Dirac equa-

tion and two scalar superpartners s̃+
1,2 [1, 2]. The free massless Lagrangian for

the chiral multiplet is of the form [7, 11]

L = −1

2
m̄+

�∂m
+ − 1

2
(∂s̃+

i )2 − 1

2
(∂p)2, i = 1, 2 (4.2)

where p is a pseudoscalar which is not considered here.
The R-parity for the above fields is simply PR = (−1)2×spin. The m+ and

m̃0 are assumed to have zero, or light mass of the order of the first generation
quark and lepton mass scale.
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5 Conclusions and Outlook

The present superon model is based on spacetime symmetries alone and on the
proposal that the physical domain of supersymmetry is the preon level instead of
the traditional quark and lepton level of the standard model. The key feature of
the present scenario is that all the fundamental fields and their superpartners
are in the basic supermultiplets to begin with. Therefore no superpartners,
light or heavy, need to be searched for experimentally. Baryons and leptons are
treated in a unified way in terms of superons.

The black hole information paradox is partly, if not wholly, faded out because
the superon quantum numbers are not destroyed by classical black holes. A
vacuum black hole emits Hawking radiation from the vicinity of its horizon,
where an observer sees a local temperature T = 1

4π
√

2M(r−2M)
. In our scenario

the hole emits superons if T � Λcr. According to Page [14], a hole with a
mass M = 1016g emits ultrarelativistic electrons and positrons, which may
approximate superons for this argument, with a lifetime proportional to M3.
The superons in turn will evolve like in the bang of our early universe and give
rise to an asymmetric genesis of baryons and leptons. Therefore, what fell into
the hole will for the most part come back again provided that the rB is the
same as in the Big Bang.3 The black hole information paradox seems to be an
artifact due to ’coordinate’, i.e. fundamental particle quantum number, choice.
A more detailed analysis is needed to clarify this point.

Based on plausible arguments, we have disclosed in this note a natural physi-
cal origin of the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe starting
from C symmetric superons. No symmetry breaking arguments were used. The
value of the ratio rB = (NB − NB̄)/Nphotons can be explained in the scenario
but could not be predicted. The scenario is readily extensible to more detailed
studies in cosmology and supergravity.
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